Gardom Lake Bible Camp
651 Glenmary Rd
Enderby B.C.
V0E 1V3

Gardom Lake Day Group Protocol
Gardom Lake defines a day group as a group that is not exceeding one day, activities are largely outside
apart from the gym, gym washrooms, and potential eating areas.
What we Do
- No staff member of Gardom Lake will be allowed any contact with any group if they have shown
any symptoms of sickness, as per our COVID-19 safety plan.
-

Sanitize All areas that students will be in contact with prior to arrival: bathrooms, courts area,
balls, activities.

-

Washrooms are sanitized prior to arrival of group, staff are required to wear masks and gloves
during sanitizing process. During a group stay the washrooms are considered “High Contact
Areas” and are sanitized two more times or as needed.

-

Gardom Lake will book no other outside groups while a Day Group is on site. This excludes
groups that may be in our Lodge as it is removed and they are exclusively indoor groups.

-

Gardom Lake will provide hand sanitizer outside the washrooms and by the water station and in
other areas depending on the need.

-

Gardom Lake Staff will wear masks at all times when in proximity to students, staff will only
remove masks when they have put a distance of 2 meters between themselves and students.

-

Gardom Lake Staff will not have any physical contact with students and instead will rely on
group leaders to assist where needed. i.e. assisting with archery

What we Expect of Groups
Currently Gardom Lake works exclusively with schools in this season. Gardom expects school day
groups to follow the procedures and rules that they are already adhering to, and apply them to their stay at
Gardom.
-

We ask that students respect hand washing procedures.
We ask that students and leaders will respect physical distancing requirements when it comes to
our staff, and that they would assist our staff when physical distancing restricts our staff from
stepping in.
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